Energy EFFICIENCY

Looking for energy savings - getting
our arms around the big picture
The easy savings in energy use have mostly been made by glassmakers.
But as CJ Hoyle, JJ Shea and DH Davis* point out, it would be folly
not to at least consider taking more steps.
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Energy EFFICIENCY
MAQ. This ‘added fuel comfort zone’
helps maintain production despite perturbations from ideal operation.

Zone B-C - What could
reduce it?
 More manpower/attention Operating closer to the edge requires
more attention, identifying and
correcting trends earlier and spending
more time on maintenance.
 Supervisory computer control
(expert) system - Such a system will
reduce inherent variations. With closer
temperature control, less comfort factor
is needed.
 Improved QC - Strict use of a good
QC program will reduce variation in
glass quality. This must extend both to
raw materials and melting.
 Melter sealing maintenance Inspirated cold air is expensive, even if
used in combustion. Normal cracks
from aging and rat holing from
corrosion can let in tramp air.
 Better pressure control - will
minimise tramp air.
 Continuous firing (oxy-fuel) - The
purge period and changing preheat of a
regenerator creates a continuously
unsteady state. Oxy-fuel allows
continuous firing without an energy
penalty. With less variation, less safety
margin is required.

mainly by controlling the mixing rate
of fuel and air/oxygen. Diffuse mixing (more laminar flow) results in significant concentrations of both
reactants and waste products coexisting over much of the melter space.
With only stoichiometric amounts of
air/oxygen, unburned fuel would exit
the furnace. Wasting fuel is more
expensive than providing extra air,
and some furnace zones must remain
oxidising. Manufacturers choose to
err on the added oxidant side, creating Zone C-D.

Zone C-D- What could
reduce it?
 Continuous firing - As discussed
before, oxy-fuel firing makes
continuous steady-state firing practical.
Steady-state operation allows lower
excess O2.
 Compartmentalised regenerators Controlling air port-by-port can reduce
the average excess O2 required.
However, the smaller checkerpack of
current compartmentalised systems will
actually result in an energy loss
compared to the larger size of an
open system.
 Optimising combustion - Computer
modelling of the melter plenum and
burners can minimise the excess
air/O2 requirement.

Zone C-D - Initial offset from
stoichiometry - why?

Zone D-E - Added air comfort
zone - why?

Manufacturers never operate at the
balanced ratio between fuel and oxygen. To control flame length the reaction is spread over time and space,

On top of added air/oxygen ensuring
complete combustion (Zone C-D), even
more air/oxygen beyond stoichiometry
is normally maintained to create an
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‘added air comfort zone’ for practical
operation. This prevents transient
reducing conditions during the ‘down’
swings from variations in gas composition, air/gas volumes, temperature, etc.
The added air/oxygen does result in an
increased energy bill.

Zone D-E - What could
reduce it ?
 Control and maintenance issues (As
in Zone B-C)
 more manpower
 melter sealing maintenance
 pressure control
 More frequent excess oxygen
readings - Increased reading
frequency allows faster corrective
action and less variation.
 Continuous oxygen monitoring Installation of this system can give
closer control. These are not
maintenance-free, but can yield energy
savings.
 Supervisory computer control
(expert) system - Less variation
permits lower excess O2 without risk.

Conclusion
Possibilities exist to reduce energy use.
Some are worth the investment now,
others may be in the future. An experienced furnace design firm such as
TECO can be a big help in evaluating
the possibilities. The big mistake would
be not to think about it.
* C J Hoyle, J J Shea and D H Davis, Toledo
Engineering Co Inc, Toledo, Ohio, USA.
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